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Net Manager Report
Since the last newsletter, things have been slow.

Things are in the planning stage for a spring Rally in
Colorado. First and foremost- A Big Thank You to
Alan for coming forth to Host the Rally in your area.
There is much to see and explore in Colorado. I
know those that can attend will be Happy they did.
With the plans being made, I am sure all will have a
great time.
With that said, please stay safe and well. Enjoy your
travels, making memories.
73 Pat N9jix Net Manager
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Deputy’s Docket
Time Marches On
September marked 3 years that I have been privileged to be the RVRN Deputy Net
Manager - longer than any previous DNM. I have fulfilled some of the goals I stated 3
years ago, and made progress on others, and have fallen short on some. I have made
new friends as I met many members either in person, or virtually via phone and/or
email and still more on the HF nets and the EchoLink net. But I fear this last year has
been a disappointment to many of our members, and I am no exception.
The middle of November marks 8 months that our members have been suffering under
the impact of COVID-19 and as I write this column all indications are that we are currently seeing the biggest impact it has had to date, as many states and hospitals are
experiencing record numbers of COVID-19 victims - including record numbers of fatalities. Most of us have had our lives turned upside down. Selene and I, being Full-Time
RVers, are somewhat fortunate since we are fairly self contained and can quarantine/
isolate more easily than most, and we are retired so we are not suffering a big loss of
income. For us, the mandated restrictions were the biggest inconvenience. The only
close contact we had over the summer was while workamping, and even then there
was very little contact with other people. And when we were around others, we always
observed social distancing, wore masks and used a lot of sanitizers. Since mid-March
we have regularly ordered groceries online, picked them up curbside, and sanitized
each item before bringing it onto our coach. But for the most part, we spend our time
in our RV and those grocery runs comprised 90% of our ventures out of the
campground. We have only had a few meals out and they were in a large spacious
restaurant at the end of the summer when the virus seemed to be subsiding and the
many Governors Executive Orders were being relaxed a bit.
But despite the various restrictions, we have managed to stay in touch via the Ham
Radio Nets, telephone, and the internet. In one respect the virus restrictions brought
about an unexpected improvement in communications as many organizations found
that they can conduct much of their business and activities VIRTUALLY! Selene and I
had virtual family gatherings, we virtually attended club meetings that we normally
have not been able to attend, I attended a virtual hamfest, and even had a virtual appointment with my doctor! Virtual attendance has proven to be a boon for many clubs,
allowing members to participate who are otherwise unable to attend the event inperson. I am on the board of a ham club that has been having virtual attendance at
their board meetings for years, and now they are getting record attendance by having
virtual membership meetings online! Many other clubs are reporting similar experience and are now considering continuation of the virtual meetings as an option along
with in-person attendance even after the pandemic is over.

(Continued

on page 3)
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(Continued

from page 2)

Unfortunately the RV Radio Network was unable to have any rallies this year, we had no
Advisory Board meetings, we had no .... well, just say we had no events this year where
club business was conducted, or updates disseminated to the membership. Thankfully, we
did have our nets, and our newsletters. A few members suggested that since the rallies
were cancelled we should have some type of virtual event either on-the-air or using one of
the video conference services, but it seems there was insufficient interest to make that
happen.
Plans are currently progressing for the 2021 RV Radio Network spring and fall rallies, but
those plans are tentative as we are currently riding another crest of this pandemic. An
online search for 2021 event cancellations finds many events already being cancelled including the ARRL National Rally that was scheduled to take place in February at the now
cancelled Orlando HamCation. The Richmond hamfest, another large fest, has also been
cancelled for 2021. But a search for virtual events reveals that these are becoming more
popular.
I encourage you to stay abreast of current developments and speak up. The Advisory
Board cannot read your mind so it's up to you to give them your suggestions.
We have tried to make it easy to do:
• You can send email to the Net Manager from the Officers and Contacts page of our
website.
• You can send a message to any board member from the contacts page by
clicking their Email link.
You can email all Advisory Board members board@rvradionetwork.com.
• You can send anonymous comments to the entire board using the Suggestion Box on
website front page.
• You can find phone numbers and email address of any board member in the members
only roster.
Or you can start a membership wide conversation on the rvrn-mail-list.
(See https://rvradionetwork.com/MailListHelp.php for rvrn-mail-list instructions.)
You can often find some of the board members on the nets.
Please send us your ideas on how we can improve benefit to our members, especially
during this period of isolation and quarantine, and into the future.
73 es Happy RVing,
K4HM - Hank
RV Radio Network Deputy Net Manager
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From our Communications Manager
Hello to all the RVRN members and everyone else that checks in either frequently or occasionally. I am the person that is referred to as the communications manager for the net. I don’t very
often write articles for the newsletter. The reason that I am taking the liberty of writing this
time is due to the fact that I recently read an e-mail from a member who requested their name
be taken off the membership list.
One of the reasons given was that they were not ever able to check into the 40 meter net that is
on the air at 6:30PM Central Time. I really was upset reading this as I know that all the Net
Controllers as well as myself try our best to get everyone checked in that we can hear. I am
well aware that the conditions on 40 meters are not the best right now since we are still at the
bottom of the solar cycle. I could sit here and tell you that things will pick up and we all know
that is a fact. It will take some time for this to occur. In the meantime and even when they conditions improve and even at the top of the solar cycle, we need your help to get you checked
into the Net at night.
What we need is your co-operation at your station. We have operators trying to check in that
are running QRP (very low power) into a wire antenna throw up into a tree some place. This is
a very neat and nice mode of operation but a good percentage of the time it will not work. We
have Net Control operators spread over a good portion of the U.S. However, if the conditions
are bad or the band is soft, we are unable to pull your signal out of the noise.
We don’t ask for much from our check-ins. But one thing we must have is a person running a
good set up with decent power into a fairly good antenna to be able to reach us so we can hear
your call sign and get you checked in. This does not mean a superstation and in some cases we
do copy the QRP stations. Unfortunately in a large percentage of time we are unable to copy
you. We regret this but as such we are unable to change the situation at this time in the solar
cycle.
Please bear with us and try your best to get to us and we will try our best to hear your call and
get you logged in.

On behalf of the Net Control Operators thank you for your patience and help working thru
these difficult times.
Respectfully, Fred Koch KA2HPG.
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General interest info
The Amateur Radio RVers Digital Voice Net takes place every Sunday at
9:00pm ET (01:00 or 02:00 UTC) on the Quadnet Array (except on a holiday
weekend). We are not a "social" net, but rather an educational net focusing on a
new topic each week that would be of interest to an RVer and/or amateur radio
operator. Check in requests are for participants and listeners, not for "in and
out." Details of how to access the Quadnet Array are:
D-STAR Smart Groups (recommended way to access the Array on DSTAR) DSTAR1 or DSTAR2
D-STAR Reflectors XRF757A, XRF735A, XLX307D and XLX049D
Brandmeister DMR Talkgroup 31012
DMR Plus talkgroup 320 (on the IPSC2-QuadNet Server)
Yaesu System Fusion 37099
Wires X - Room 45058

You can listen to oldest known song (3,400 years old) listen to the song here, performed on lyre by composer Michael Levy. Clay tablets of “Hurrian Hymn No. 6.”
was excavated in the ancient city of Ugarit (in today’s Syria) in 1950 interpreted
by Dr. Richard Dumbrill.
https://www.history.com/news/what-is-the-oldest-known-piece-of-music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QpxN2VXPMLc&ab_channel=DamianMusicChannel4

If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself. (Henry Ford)
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H

ms in Action
Ham Radio Wireless Network users report fire

A call to the Department of Natural Resources Sep 8 from Amateur radio users of
HamWAN in Puget Sound region of Washington raised the 1st alert of a fire along
Hwy 410. It allowed the DNR to send a team to keep it small.
HamWAN (organization developing best practices for high-speed amateur radio data networks) networks have been used for as low-latency repeater linking (including
DMR), real-time video feeds, APRS internet gateways (I-gates), providing redundant internet access to emergency operations centers, and more. HamWAN has remotely controllable cameras at multiple link sites such as the one used for the wildfire report.
Reported by Nigel, K7NVH ARRL Letter for September 10, 2020
A frame from video via a HamWAN
camera of an air tanker dropping
water on the fire.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MJ1X4VvRFWY)
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And in Maryland-DC
September 3, ARES team members using EchoLink *WASH_DC* node &
linked repeaters; reported severe weather, tornados in the wake of
Isiais. For more than 3 hours, nets reported on wind damage, power
outages, flooding, and the impact to traffic across six Maryland counties.
W3ICF/R near Frederick, Maryland, and KA2JAI/R in Anne Arundel
County," were some of those reporting over more than 3 hours, nets reported on wind damage, power outages, flooding, and the impact to
traffic across six Maryland counties. The storms traveled more than 80
miles across Maryland; Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan has requested a
major disaster declaration from the federal government to help communities in the three counties hit worst Calvert, Dorchester and St.
Mary’s counties and state agencies for repairs to public infrastructure. Maryland Emergency Management Agency Director Russ Strickland
said Isaias spawned 10 tornadoes in Maryland, and also caused extensive flood and wind damage.
Jim Montgomery, WB3KAS, Section Emergency Coordinator, notified
ARES teams of approaching storms. "The timeliness, wide-area coverage, interoperability with selected VHF and UHF repeaters, coupled with
numerous hams in affected areas, provided the best ground-truth,"
Marty Pittinger, KB3MXM ARRL Maryland-DC Section Manager said.
https://wtop.com/maryland/2020/09/hogan-asks-for-federal-disasterdeclaration-for-3-counties/

We keep moving forward, opening new doors, and doing new things, because
we're curious and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths. (Walt Disney)
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KE4NXF,
Betty Cummings,
Net# 3 SK
Betty was born 1927 and raised in Asheville, N.C. and was a graduate of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill with a major in
English and Library Science. She worked as a school librarian in Virginia and Maryland.
She enjoyed needlework and completed many fine pieces of needlepoint and embroidery and received many accolades for her work. She
was a charter member of the local chapter of Embroiders Guild of
America. She was also a member of the Triskaidek Camping Chapter
and the East Alabama Amateur Radio Club.
During the 1960’s the Cummings family had a tour of duty on Okinawa with DoD where she learned to prepare Chinese meals and as a
by-product of those cooking lessons, she hosted many “wok-luck”
dinners with her many friends.
After retirement, she and husband Hal enjoyed extensive travels in
their RV.
She was a member of First Methodist Church of Opelika and the
Poe-Cumbie Sunday School class.
Betty died 9/24/2020. She is survived by her husband of 69 years
Hal, son Mike (Sharon) and daughter Jan (Richard), one grandson
Michael Jr., and three great-grandchildren.
In lieu of flowers the family suggests memorial donations be made to
First United Methodist Church of Opelika’s General Fund. Burial at Ft.
Mitchell National Cemetery.
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Betty and I were extremely fortunate to have gotten in on the ground
floor of the RV Radio Network -- literally. We attended the first "get together" (we didn't yet call them Rallies) in Adelle, Ga in 1988.
Through the next 13 years we attended every semi-annual rally, traveling to Phoenix, AZ, Minn., Indiana, North Carolina, Alabama, Louisiana,
Texas and points in between.
While the men were talking about ham radio, antennas, trucks, hitches, etcetera, the ladies were sharing handicraft projects.
Betty continued with the handicraft projects at home and was a charter member of the local chapter of the Embroiders Guild of America and
received many accolades for her work. "Good enough" was not in her
vocabulary. Perfect or it was torn apart and re-done.
She enjoyed our time with the RVRN and made many lasting friendships.
From Hal KJ4TD
Betty and Hal some of the founders of RV Radio Network.
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Cecil Veryle Shafer
N5UUR
Net# 442 SK
Cecil Veryle Shafer of Marble Falls, TX | September 22, 2020
Cecil Veryle Shafer of Redding Iowa passed away Tuesday, September 22, 2020, at the age
of 86.
Cecil was born November 9, 1933, to father Cecil Shafer and mother Deva (Fletchall)
Shafer. Cecil was the oldest of three children; Cecil, Doyle and Linda (Shafer) Kerby. Cecil was raised in a small farming community. After completion in high school, Cecil completed his tour of duty in the Army in Korea and was hired by Pontiac Motors.
Cecil was an active participant in AA for over 40 years. After retirement, Cecil purchased a
motorhome and became a full time traveler for many years prior to building a home in
Congress AZ. While traveling, Cecil became a ham radio operator. In his later years, Cecil
lived with son's family ( Mike, wife Barb and Grandson, David). Cecil cultivated a life of
service and maintained many friendships during his working career, time in AA, and ham
radio and cultivated a desire to serve others.
Cecil was preceded in death by his parents and son Walt Shafer. Cecil is survived by his
wife Gertrude (Trudy) Shafer, son Michael Shafer and stepson Scott Jennings.
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Whoooooo
Gets What …
News, photos & Bios, Michelle N3YRZ (Editor) msack@verizon.net
Changes (Address, Roster & Net Info): Marshall KF9SU
Dues: New: $14 Renewal: $12 Memberships expire each year in June
Decal Orders:($1.00 each)
Marshall Kiel KF9SU
1401 Parkview Dr
Tomah, WI 54660-1067
Web questions and information Hank K4HM
Network Apparel: https://www.cafepress.com/rvradionetwork
Silent key (death) notifications - board@rvradionetwork.com

To send email to ALL officers and active Advisory Board members:
Send email to: board@rvradionetwork.com
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Down memory lane

From the November 2002 issue…
guess who was the editor then...Hal KJ4TD

There is nothing permanent except change. (Heraclitus 540 B.C.)
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Practice questions
1. What is proof of possession of an FCC-issued operator/primary license grant?
A. A printed operator/primary station license issued by the FCC must be displayed at
the transmitter site
B. The control operator must have an operator/primary station license in his or her
possession when in control of a transmitter
C. The control operator's operator/primary station license must appear in the FCC ULS
consolidated licensee database
D. All of these choices are correct
2. What component is commonly used to change 120V AC house current to a lower AC
voltage for other uses?
A. Variable capacitor
B. Transformer
C. Transistor
D. Diode
3. When may a 10-meter repeater retransmit the 2-meter signal from a station having
a Technician Class control operator?
A. Under no circumstances
B. Only if the station on 10-meters is operating under a Special Temporary Authorization allowing such retransmission
C. Only during an FCC declared general state of communications emergency
D. Only if the 10-meter repeater control operator holds at least a General Class license
4. Which of the following may reduce or eliminate intermodulation interference in a repeater caused by another transmitter operating in close proximity?
A. A band-pass filter in the feed line between the transmitter and receiver
B. A properly terminated circulator at the output of the repeater's transmitter
C. Utilizing a Class C final amplifier
D. Utilizing a Class D final amplifier
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Rally news

Spring rally is tentatively planned for 6-8th of May 2021 Elbert County
Fairgrounds in Kiowa, CO. As we all have learned in 2020...sometimes
things outside of our control occur; so stay tuned for updates. One of
those things is awaiting Covid waiver for the fairgrounds along with health
department regulations & guidelines so we can make any modifications
necessary to do our best to keep folks safe. Host is Alan Beebe AC0F

Plans pending
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Our Members
Who are the members of the RVRN?
That is what we’ll learn in this column. It may be a featured member or answers
to a question of the quarter. We might just have pictures, or write ups of a trip
that a member sent. It will be what we the members make it. I am open to suggestions and I need input to help keep this newsletter filled. Please send me
news about your latest trip, the new way you found to do something in your rig,
an interesting contact you made, pictures, or anything else to share with fellow
members.

Question of the quarter–What is something you’ve gotten
as a gift that thrilled or impressed you? If none what is on
your wish list?
Drop me a line (or 100)

msack@verizon.net or tell me on the nets.
Last Issue answers to the questionHow do you occupy your time during the pandemic? question provided by Wayne
& Jeanine Ashwell Editor note: My apology to Jeanine Ashwell for mis-

spelling her name in the question last issue.
Sadly, it has not been spending much time in our RV. Only one weekend
campout with a ham radio group. The group was definitely on the air. It
was an annual event that has gone on for over 40 years near Paradise,
Arizona. The Cochise County Communications van
was set up with amazing communications facilities, satellite internet, etc. at a remote location far
from commercial electric service. Contacts 389=
273 Voice, 116 Digital —States 46, Continents 6,
Countries 19, AZ Counties 4
Generally speaking, I didn't have to go to a lot of
places. That was kind of nice. I did regret not
taking a trip across the country visiting family and
friends.
Jim Sober WA7VVV Wilcox, AZ

Continued on page 16
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Member answers continued from page 15

Hello everyone. During the pandemic I spent the first couple of months
sewing. I made over 700 masks and 50 isolation gowns. Some masks I
sold and even more I donated to Hospice, Doctor offices, nursing homes,
hospitals. The gowns were all donated to nursing homes and hospitals. It
was very rewarding. I did do a little radio play but the sewing kept me
busy. I now have a new antenna in the yard -80m dipole and am looking
forward to the NY QSO party. I did do some camping and have a ham
shack set up in my camper. I miss going out and doing things, but I’ve gotten a lot accomplished at home. Hope everyone is well. Belinda Connor
KD2BPJ
A lot of ham radio - that has been my salvation. I've been doing a lot of POTA
(Parks on the Air) activations since social distancing is easy to do with this activity.
Bob Lewis N8GU

I did some experimenting with a basic electronics kit. I acquired the skill
of FT8. I learned and set up my Dstar radio & zum spot.
We were able to get out for a couple of ARES drills. One of those was to
locate the water level monitors in our county and assure their viability
(signal, antenna & sensor status). While we are not directly on the ocean
in my county, we are on the Potomac river one county north of where it
dumps into the Chesapeake Bay. We do prepare for some issues especially flooding from hurricanes. Also we began preparing to use Winlink at
the shelters. I need to get a better antenna for that. My mobile one does
fine on voice, but it does not seem to transmit digital well.
I did some cross stitch and tried new recipes. Since we were able to get
contactless pickup from a local farm, we got new vegetables and meats
to do new dishes. Michelle N3YRZ
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Member answers continued from page 16

Ham radio is a pasttime that has not been affected by covid-19. Herb operates out of our Honda and if conditions are not favorable in the
campground he can move the car. Since the last newsletter we have traveled 4000 miles and stayed in 17 campgrounds. Most campgrounds have
ample spacing between sites. I have shopped for groceries 12 times. Herb
and I walk every day. We stayed near Portland, Oregon visiting our daughter and family outdoors in their driveway on weekends. We enjoyed hikes
in Verde National Park near Cortez, Colorado. There were very few hikers
on the long trails. If the attractions were super busy we avoided the area or
if I wanted a photo I wore my mask and tried to social distance. I have tried
many new recipes as this year I have cooked more meals in the motorhome. Currently we are in Northern Texas driving east to Florida for the
winter. If anyone is interested I post photos and write a travel blog.
It's www.quiltergal1.wordpress.com.
Lois (KA0VBG) and Herb (W0HM) Maas

We have to be able to adapt to new situation. It's another form
of the definition of intelligent behavior. (Hasso Plattner)

Answers to practice questions
1A 2C3B4C
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Netlogger
What is this Netlogger that you are hearing discussed on the EchoLink net ?
The two major elements are net communications and a station log. It is a
free downloadable program that offers some cool features for amateur radio
operators. Here is a quick recap but certainly not all as I am always learning
more great ways to use it.
Net communication makes it easier to find us. Once Netlogger is open, using
select a net shows all the nets currently using Netlogger along with the frequency of the net, net control station, logger, and start time. Highlighting an
RV Radio net and choosing monitor net would bring you to a screen that shows
who is checked in and a bunch of other information that is customizable. If for
some reason there is a need to QSY (band conditions, repeater failure, etc.), it
can be changed to communicate the new frequency. AIM (almost instant message, like chat box on Echolink) can also be used to communicate amongst
members, relay in other stations, and give information (like frequency check to
find one for QSY, someone wants to check in, op needs to step away and when
they are back) needed on the net.

Colors on the screen can help identify NCS, logger, who is not available, and
who is talking. A pink line denotes whose turn it is -especially helpful when
band conditions are poor or in a roundtable or lightning round. The list also
helps to know whose turn it is.

(Continued on page 19)
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(Continued from page 18)

Where does the list come from? A logger types in the calls as they “check in”. Information then populates from either a club file or QRZ.com. Columns include
name, state, address, (from FCC, QRZ or club record) and several others. One
thing that impressed me the times I have gotten on the RV radio HF net, is the
recap by the NCS or relay to help those who cannot hear the station. The remarks section allows the logger to do a recap. Only information entered by the
person logging is seen by all those monitoring the net- if you type in on your
screen no one else sees it. What you type in AIM is seen by all. Right click on a
call sign will take you to QRZ page about the operator. Lookup on QRZ is free for
limited (plenty for a casual user) per day or a paid subscription offers unlimited.
If the net allows it, check in can be done via AIM, on the air, or by view monitor
(sometimes this encourages and welcomes a reluctant visitor). You must be on
the Echolink or frequency to transmit/receive but if you can’t be there you can
do Netlogger (currently we are only using it for the Echolink net) we have been
relaying info from netlogger.
Remember screen be customized to your preferences including the order you
see/arrange them. You can set it up for the order you like to see. So if you
want names first then call then remarks, yep you can do that. Prefer call sign
then state, then name etc. It can be set so it always defaults to your configuration by using preference settings in the program. Just want it for a minute or a
net…drag and drop the column. Sorting can also be done by line. If you click on
the # sign at top of column, sorts by number. Looking for a call sign, name, or
state, etc. -click the column name to sort alphabetically.
The log portion also offers some valuable tools. In addition to keeping all your
contacts, it allows easy import and export of data in adif or csv formats. It offers
direct upload to eqsl and logbook of the world and recording of QSL sent (again
customizable). It will check QSL information and note receipt from eqsl or LoTW.
Changing field is easy and can be done to many at a time. You can change your
location before (or after) logging a contact. How useful is that for an RVer?! It
can save and let you choose your location from the menus. It adds club or special event calls and adds one for each when logging if you want. Also customizable you can sort by call sign (great to record direct QSL cards), date, state,
country, signal strength, net, club, or many other columns.
Netlogger download at https://www.netlogger.org/
This is just a rough overview, and like I said…I’m learning more as I use it. I am
willing to talk with folks and share what I have learned. Please feel free to contact me at msack@verizon.net
73 Michelle N3YRZ
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The Network News is published four times a year (approximately Feb, May, Aug and Nov) by RV
Radio Network for the use and enjoyment of its members. News items should be sent to the Editor
by the 20th of the month preceding the publication date.
Technical items included in the Network News is for your information only. They have not been
tested by the RVRN officers or staff. The RV Radio Network accepts no legal responsibility for
such information and cannot guarantee the article will pertain to your situation.
The Network News invites you to share your hints, tips and articles of information with fellow
members. Send to editor by US mail or E-mail with your contact information. Additional updated
news is available on the RVRN web site: www.RVRadioNetwork.com
Net Manager:
Pat Ryan N9JIX
4728 S Co. Rd. C
Superior WI 54880-8527
n9hnw@aol.com

RV Radio Network

Deputy Net Manager

Hank Montgomery - K4HM
Treasurer
Marshall Kiel - KF9SU
Communications Manager
Fred Koch - KA2HPG

Newsletter Editor:
Michelle Sack N 3YRZ
PO Box 1182
Waldorf, MD 20604
msack@verizon.net

RV Radio Nets

HF Net We invite all Amateur Radio Operators with an appropriate FCC license to participate
nightly 7264 KHz (plus or minus for clear frequency) at 18:30 Central Time
EchoLink Net Each Thursday @ 8:00 PM Central Time. *SELINK* Conference Node (alternate
W4EDP-R Repeater) W9YT-R Repeater (Only when both *SELINK* and W4EDP-R are down)
Mobile & Rally Talk-in 146.55 MHz Simplex
Rally In Park: 146.48 MHz

I can't change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my
sails to always reach my destination. (Jimmy Dean)
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Leave Laughing
Brad, a lifelong environmentalist, was sick of the
world, COVID-19, Brexit, Russian belligerence, global warming, racial tensions, and the rest of the disturbing stories that occupy media headlines. Brad
drove his car into his garage, sealed every door/
window as best he could. He got back into his car
and wound down all the windows, selected his favorite radio station and started the car.
Four days later, a worried neighbor peered through
his garage window and saw him in the car. She notified the emergency services, who broke in, pulling
Brad from the car. A little sip of water and, surprisingly, he was in perfect condition, but his Tesla had
a dead battery.

Some thoughts on the months of Isolation & Social Distancing

I hope they give us two weeks’ notice before sending us back out into the real world
so we can lose 10 pounds, cut our hair, and get used to not drinking at 9:00 a.m.
COVID monthly budget: Gas $0, Entertainment $0, Clothes $0, Groceries $2,799.
Wearing a mask in your home is highly recommended. Not to stop COVID-19- to
stop eating.
When this quarantine is over, let's not tell some people.
I stepped on my scale this morning. It said: "Please practice social distancing. Only
one person at a time on the scale."
Not to brag, but I haven't been late to anything in over 7 months.
Those car commercials with only a vehicle on the road? Not so unrealistic these
days.
If things open next month -- I'm staying in until January to see what happens to you
all first.
COVID Day 180: The garbage man placed an AA flyer on my recycling bin.
"Is Covid-19 REALLY all that serious?" Listen all ~ the churches and casinos are
closed. When heaven and hell agree on the same thing, it's probably pretty serious.
Never could I have imagined I would go up to a bank teller wearing a mask and ask
for money.
Then first day of home schooling- I tried to get this kid transferred out of my class.
Okay, so the schools are closed. Do we drop the kids off at the teacher's house?
For the second part of this quarantine, do we have to stay with the same family or
will they relocate us? Asking for myself. . . .
Covid-19 has turned us all into dogs- We wander around the house looking for
food. We get told "No!" if we get too close to strangers. We get really excited about
going for walks and car rides.
What is the most expensive video-streaming service these days? College
Thanks, Hank K4HM for this compilation
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Membership
https://rvradionetwork.com/membership.php

The RV Radio Network
22020/2021 Membership / Renewal Application
31 May 2020—01 June 2021
Name: _________________________________ Call: ____________________ Net #: _______________
Spouse: ________________________________ Call: ______________________________
Address: _______________________________ City: ______________________________
State: ______Zip: _____________________ ARRL (Y) (N)
Phone: (Home) ____________________________ (Cell) ______________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________________
(All Newsletters are Emailed )
New Membership: $14.00 Signature: ___________________________________________________
Renewal Membership: $12.00
There are 2 ways you can pay:

Pay online using PayPal secure online payment system. (Faster / preferred method)
Send a check via US Postal Service Mail (USPS can not match the speed of PayPal)

Mail to: Marshall Kiel KF9SU
1401 Parkview Dr
Tomah, WI 54660-1067

Friends Keeping In Touch via
Amateur Radio and RV’s

rvradionetwork.com
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